In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:

Contemporary Documentary Film and "Archive Fever": History, the Fragment, the Joke

Jaimie Baron (bio)
But if Derrida's *Mal d'archive [Archive Fever]* provokes that more serious thing, which is a joke, it is because the shade of the history writing that haunts its pages is—really—no laughing matter. In this light, then, if there is laughter, it will be some kind of homage, or at very least, a recognition, of what it is that has been revealed.

—Carolyn Steedman, *Dust: The Archive and Cultural History*

Adele Horne's documentary *The Tailenders* (2005) begins with an image of a flat, square piece of cardboard labeled "Cardtalk." A hand reaches into the frame, unfolds the cardboard to form a box equipped with a tiny record needle, places a phonograph record beneath the needle, and then uses a pen inserted into a hole in the record to spin the disc. What emerges is a man's voice speaking in English and reciting a simple, didactic lesson that answers the question, "What is a Christian?" His voice is slightly distorted by the fact that the record is cranked by hand, but it is nonetheless intelligible.

*The Tailenders'* odd inaugural object sets up an enigma, one not so much resolved by the film as used as an entry point into complex issues of archivization, information dissemination, and power. Over subsequent black-and-white archival images of people standing near similar hand-cranked phonographs, a woman's voice, Horne's, tells the story of Gospel Recordings, an evangelical missionary group founded in 1939 with the intention of recording Bible stories in every existing language and dialect in order, they say, to spread the same Christian message, translated but unchanged, across the world. The film then cuts to interviews with contemporary Gospel Recordings missionaries explaining their project and showing off their archive, which, they boast, contains recordings of more languages than any other archive in the world. The Cardtalk record in the first shot turns out to be a fragment from this vast collection.
Documentary film has long been enmeshed in a complex relationship with archives and archival practices. While many documentary filmmakers have drawn on archival materials—whether film footage, photographs, or other artifacts, like *The Tailenders'* recordings—as illustration or evidence, others have radically eschewed archives and relied only on their own footage. This split has at times been quite pronounced, especially in cases in which different modes of documentary practice are used to address the same historical subject. Alain Resnais' short documentary *Night and Fog* (1955), which makes use of shocking archival photographs of Auschwitz taken during the Holocaust, is often contrasted with Claude Lanzmann's nine-hour epic *Shoah* (1985), which relies only on footage shot by Lanzmann himself over a period of eleven years (Bruzzi 105). Certain found footage documentaries, like Emile de Antonio's "collage junk films" (24–25), contain nothing but skillfully edited archival footage, while orthodox direct cinema filmmakers insist on "being there," using only material that they can capture through observing and recording their subjects firsthand. For the most part, however, documentary filmmakers rely on a combination of archival materials and their own contemporary footage, creating heterogeneous texts that
oscillate in their relationship to present and past, made and found.

In the past few years, however, a number of independent documentaries have entered into a new relationship with archives and archival practices. Rather than simply mobilizing archival materials in a transparent manner, the four films I wish to discuss—*The Tailenders* (Adele Horne, 2005), *The Birdpeople* (Michael Gitlin, 2004), *okay bye-bye* (Rebecca Baron, 1998), and *spam letter + google image search = video entertainment* (Andre Silva, 2005)—figure the archive itself and thus simulate for the viewer the experience of being in an archive, of following and trying to make sense of fragments and traces. More specifically, these documentaries begin by mobilizing material or textual objects to which the filmmaker has some personal connection and follow not the defined trajectory of a journey but, rather...
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But if Dorothy’s Mal d’Esprit [Archive Fever] proceeds that more serious thing, which is a joke, it is because the shade of the history writing that hovers its pages is—really—no laughing matter. In this light, then, if there is laughter, it will be some kind of homage, or at very least, a recognition, of what it is that has been revealed.

—Carolyn Steedman, Disc: The Archive and Cultural History

Adele Horne’s documentary The Tsalalens (2005) begins with an image of a flat, square piece of cardboard labeled “Card-talk.” A hand reaches into the frame, unfolds the cardboard to form a box equipped with a tiny record needle, places a phonograph record beneath the needle, and then uses a pen inserted into a hole in the record to spin the disc. What emerges is a man’s voice speaking in English and reciting a simple, didactic lesson that answers the question, “What is a Christian?” His voice is slightly distorted by the fact that the record is cranked by hand, but it is nonetheless intelligible.

The Tsalalens’ odd inaugural object sets up an enigma, one not so much resolved by the film as used as an entry point into complex issues of archivalization, information dissemination, and power. Over subsequent black-and-white archival images of people standing near similar hand-cranked phonographs, a woman’s voice, Horne’s, tells the story of Gospel Recordings, an evangelical missionary group founded in 1939 with the intention of recording Bible stories in every existing language and dialect in order, they say, to spread the same Christian message, translated but unchanged, across the world. The film then cuts to interviews with contemporary Gospel Recordings missionaries explaining their project and showing off their archive, which, they boast, contains recordings of more languages than any other archive in the world. The Card-talk record in the first shot turns out to be a fragment from this vast collection.

Documentary film has long been enmeshed in a complex relationship with archives and archival practices. While many documentary filmmakers have drawn on archival materials—whether film footage, photographs, or other artifacts, like The Tsalalens’ recordings—as illustration or evidence, others have radically eschewed archives and relied only on their own footage. This split has at times been quite pronounced, especially in cases in which different modes of documentary practice are used to address the same historical subject. Alain Resnais’s short documentary Night and Fog (1955), which makes use of shocking archival photographs of Auschwitz taken during the Holocaust, is often contrasted with Claude Lanzmann’s nine-hour epic Shoah (1985), which relies only on footage shot by Lanzmann himself over a period of eleven years (Bruzzi 103). Certain found footage documentaries, like Emile de Antonio’s “collage junk films” (24–25), contain nothing but skillfully edited archival footage, while orthodox direct cinema filmmakers insist on “being there,” using
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